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Business Innovation For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Discover how to access your creative power to boost your success in business


	Success in business demands constant creativity. Generating fresh solutions to problems and the ability to invent new products or services for a changing market are part of the intellectual capital that gives a company its competitive edge.
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Nginx HTTP ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as primary objective. With the advent of high-speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free open-source solution will either serve as full replacement of other software such as Apache, or...
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The Boost Graph Library: User Guide and Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2001

	This user guide and reference manual provides practical insights into generic programming - techniques which can be used to build your own libraries. The CD-ROM includes a complete electronic version of the book, in hyperlinked, searchable PDF format, as well as the BGL itself.
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The Hype About Hydrogen: Fact and Fiction in the Race to Save the ClimateIsland Press, 2005
In his 2003 State of the Union address, President Bush seized the nation's attention with his advocacy of a "hydrogen economy," with fuel cells that produce energy and water taking the place of fossil fuels in cars that produce greenhouse gases. As Romm (Cool Companies), a former Department of Energy official in the Clinton...
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JSTL: Practical Guide for JSP Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
An invaluable reference for any JSP developer's library. Sue makes the complicated seem simple with her conversational writing style and well thought out examples and analogies.

-Matt Houser, J2EE Developer with The Washington Post and former Sun Microsystems Java Instructor.

Web developers and page...
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ASUS Eee PC For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
What can you do with your Eee PC? Find out how to get the most from this mini-laptop with Asus Eee PC For Dummies. It shows you how to get things done—using the Linux operating system and applications, navigating the tabbed desktop, adding hardware and software, backing up and restoring the Eee PC, and more.
    You’ll...
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Practical Big Data Analytics: Hands-on techniques to implement enterprise analytics and machine learning using Hadoop, Spark, NoSQL and RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get command of your organizational Big Data using the power of data science and analytics 

	
		Key Features

		
			A perfect companion to boost your Big Data storing, processing, analyzing skills to help you take informed business decisions
	
			Work with the best tools such as Apache...
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Hands-On Ensemble Learning with R: A beginner's guide to combining the power of machine learning algorithms using ensemble techniquesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore powerful R packages to create predictive models using ensemble methods

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement machine learning algorithms to build ensemble-efficient models
	
			Explore powerful R packages to create predictive models using ensemble methods
	
			Learn to...
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Internet Visual Quick TipsVisual, 2008
Would you like to browse the Web incognito, boost your system's performance, get more out of Google, and enjoy all the cool ways to social network? Then this Visual Quick Tips book is for you. This book will increase your productivity by providing you with shortcuts, tricks, and tips to help you work smarter and faster.
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Rust High Performance: Learn to skyrocket the performance of your Rust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find bottlenecks, identify the proper algorithm to use, optimize performance, and create really efficient Rust applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand common performance pitfalls and improve the performance of your applications.
	
			Get to grips with parallel programming and...
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Managing in the Email Office (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Managing the Email Office is for all people who feel email is taking over their lives.  It provides practical help and guidance on how to manage both their own volume of email as well as their organization's.  It will enable you to develop winning ways with email and to re-claim some of those valuable resources which email...
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Google AdSense For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
You can get paid for online ad placement with Google AdSense! If you’ve ever considered using AdSense to improve revenue for your Web site, Google AdSense For Dummies will get you started. It’s loaded with tips to help you implement a successful AdSense program.
    AdSense lets you generate income with ad...
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